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The Chronological Order of Prophecies in the Jubilees. This is what you have been
looking for. A Clear and biblical explanation for what is happening on the nightly News. Please
take the time to sit down and listen to the entire message it contains. Showing you exactly
how to know for sure when the Sabbatical and Jubilee years are, from historical sources and
from biblical sources and then showing you what the curses will look like as they are given out
each Sabbatical cycle. There are five curses and you need to know what they are and how
they apply to the events you see around you. It will change the very way you look at the
scriptures from now on and the way you live.
Below is how we have set up the viewing of the DVD but one brother has made this even
easier for you at http://www.yah-tube.com/videos/dumond/jubilees/index.html with one
continuous video.
For those who want to watch this in sections there are two .WMV Google Video links that will
work on most computers. The files are rather large but WELL worth it.
You can also watch the entire DVD by clicking on this link
https://sightedmoon.com/sightedmoon_2015/files/The Jubilee.wmv
You can also watch them directly from the site by scrolling down and clicking the play button to
see both part 1 and part 2.
Hit the refresh button if it does not play right away when it comes up.
– The Jubilee Cycle part 1
– The Jubilee Cycle part 2
This can also be watched on YouTube at the following links; Thanks to Obadyah83 for posting
this for us.
#1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uOXxf93dkY
#2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcRa–Qtev4&feature=related
#3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UHEGT3Zqk0&feature=related
#4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfK-JxLG5h8&feature=related
#5 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISX7QuZp2LM&feature=related
#6 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKTrnKU4pso&feature=related
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#7 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJ-Wr_-1HeA&feature=related

#8 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84njauGSx54&feature=related
#9 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOsfNNVWVsM&feature=related
#10 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AbP95fGuPw&feature=related
#11 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj9Sd2EUMr0&feature=related
#12 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDVdf9u-7NY&feature=related
#13 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INDwmyaGm6U&feature=related
#14 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P36kpDjf_s4&feature=related
May Yahweh bless your understanding and protect you and your family from the things that are
soon to come upon all men. But He will only do this if you are going to obey Him.
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